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ST Depression N Cardiac Events N (O/.) OR (95% Cl) P Value
None 32 (5.5)
Transient 231 1s (7.s) 1.3 (0.7-2,3) NS
New onset 4s 4 (s,3) 1,4 (03-.4.1) NS
Psreistent 4s 10 (20.s) 3.2 (l&&5) 0002
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x’ Hazard p x’ Hazard p
CABG 172.7 7 < 2.72 0.s1 o.09e
PTCA 53.59 3,16 <0,001 5.12 0.78 0.024
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Outcomea After Thrombolytic Therapy for Acute
Myocardial Infarction from the GUSTO-1Trial
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